/(-!)(«) -ƒ<•-*>(*) ~+f X g(t)dt
and so
g(x) -g(c) « ƒ g(t)dt.

It then follows first that g(x) is continuous, then that g(x)
is differentiable in (a, b), finally that g'(#) «=g(#) and so g(x) *ae ? . If/ (w) (#) approaches a limit only for one value of x, however, it does not necessarily do so for other values of x. On the other hand, G. Vitali [lO] 1 and V. Ganapathy Iyer [ó] showed that if fix) is analytic in (a, b) and f (n) (x) approaches a limit for one #o£(0, *), then f (n) (x) converges uniformly in each closed subinterval of (a, b). Ganapathy Iyer asked two questions in this connection: We shall show that the answer to both questions is yes. We also indicate some possible generalizations.
We first answer (I).
It follows from Ganapathy Iyer's result that then g(x) *=>ke*. in (a, b) .
Again, by the result of Vitali and Ganapathy Iyer it follows that ƒ<«)(#)^jr,e>*-*o i n ( a> b).
PROOF. We say that ƒ(*)GC{M n } if |/ (w) (*)| £k*M n , xEI, for each closed subinterval I of (a, 6), where k depends on ƒ(#) and on I. The class C{M n ) is quasianalytic if ^Mn 1/n < °° ; in this case any two functions of the class which coincide, together with all their derivatives, at #oE(#, b), are identical. It is known [3, 8] that C{Jlf"} is identical with the class CJA/JJ} obtained by a certain regularizing process; the only property of Mn which we need here is that Mn+i/Mn is nondecreasing. It follows that every class C{itf n }, except the trival class C{0}, contains C{ 1}. This seems to have been first pointed out explicitly by T. Bang C, 1) , dominatedly, the proof given in §1 shows that g(x) -ke x ] this proof, in fact, applies to any generalized limit such that s n -i(x) converges to the same limit as s n (x) (see [4, p. 418] , [7] for discussions of such generalized limits, which include, in particular, (C, k), k>-l).
We can also replace ƒ
, {X"} a given se-quence of constants. We give two simple theorems in this direction. The example ƒ(#) = l/a;, Xn^C -l) n nl, a = l, J = 2 shows that uniformity is essential in (i). It would be interesting to know whether (without uniformity) there can be an exceptional point in the interior of (a, b) ; if f(x) is analytic, there cannot, as the next theorem shows. PROOF OF THEOREM 4. We have from (1), for each x and for »>»., |/ (n) 0*0| £(1+«(*))|X*| f and so lim sup | ƒ<*>(*)/»! |*' n g lim sup \\ n \ lln /(n/e) < oo.
The reasoning given for Theorem 1 now applies.
